Expression of K(Ca) channels in identified populations of developing vertebrate neurons: role of neurotrophic factors and activity.
Changes in the intrinsic spike discharge properties in one neuronal population can alter the functions and even the formation of an entire neuronal network. Therefore it is important to understand the factors that regulate acquisition of a mature electrophysiological phenotype. Here we focus on large-conductance K(Ca) channels, which shape the pattern of repetitive discharge and which are therefore likely to play a role in the refinement of neural networks during development. In the parasympathetic ciliary ganglion of chick, the developmental expression of K(Ca) channels coincides with stages at which ciliary cells form synapses with target tissues. Moreover, K(Ca) expression requires formation of synapses with target tissues, and with afferent preganglionic inputs. The trophic effect of targets is mediated by TGFbeta1, whereas the effect of the preganglionic input is mediated by an isoform of beta-neuregulin-1. These trophic factors act synergistically, and this appears to be a normal feature of their actions in vivo. The acute effects of TGFbeta1 entail translocation of preexisting K(Ca) channels from intracellular stores to the plasma membrane. This requires activation of the signaling enzymes Ras, Erk MAP kinase and PI3 kinase. TGFbeta1 also causes a more sustained increase in K(Ca) channels (i.e. for up to 2 weeks) that requires synthesis of new channel proteins. Inductive regulation of K(Ca) expression is also observed in CNS cells that form more complex networks. In lumbar motoneurons, the largest changes in K(Ca) expression coincide with the elimination of synapses with hindlimb targets. Interactions with target tissues play a key role in regulation of motoneuron K(Ca) expression, and this trophic effect of target muscle is mediated by GDNF or a closely related factor. In addition, K(Ca) expression in motoneurons is dependent on ongoing electrical activity both in vivo and in vitro. This provides an additional mechanism for use-dependent refinement of neural networks during embryonic development.